Writing a Name Poem

Line 1   Your first name
Line 2   “It means” then 3 adjectives that describe you.
Line 3   “It is the number” followed by your favorite number
Line 4   Describe a color using “It is like” but don’t name the color
Line 5   “It is” and name something you remember experiencing
        with friends or family that makes you smile.
Line 6   “It is the memory of” and name a person who is or has
        been significant to you
Line 7   “Who taught me” and list 2 abstract concepts like honesty
Line 8   “When s/he” then refer to something that person did that
        illustrates the qualities in Line 7
Line 9   “My name is” your first name
Line 10  Begin with “It means” and use 1 or 2 sentences to state
        something important you believe in life

Your Turn!

________________________________________________________

Your first name

It means __________________________ , __________________________

3 adjectives that describe you

It is the number __________________________________________________________________

It is like ________________________________________________________________________

Describe a color, but do not name the color

It is ___________________________________________________________________________

Name something you remember experiencing with friends/family that makes you smile.

It is the memory of __________________________________________________________________

Name a person who is or has been significant to you

Who taught me ____________________ and ____________________

List 2 abstract concepts like honesty

When s/he ________________________________________________________________________

Refer to something that person did that illustrates the qualities in the previous line

My name is ________________________________________________________________________

Your first name

It means _________________________________________________________________________

Write 1 or 2 sentences to state something important you believe in life